slipping the default height of `l' is thrown out in favor of
slipping the dot of `i' out of existence or perceiving the
serif of the `l' as the dot of an `i'.
Prediction 4

Figure 10 shows a plot of the number of categories in
which each token of ALL was found (including the correct category) vs. its average reaction time. There is
a strong correlation here (r=0.85, p<0.01). Low RT's
occur when there are few possible category bins. As
the number of possible answers increases, RT becomes
longer.

is illustrated by the rst two columns of data in Figure 11. A choice must be made between the possibilities.
This choice seems to take longer as more competing categories are considered. When a token is strange, its parts
do not really t any sets of roles well (although clearly
they will t some letter-conceptualizations better than
others). No answers come to mind even after an extended period or time, and nally a guess of some sort
is made. The two tokens in the \14-guous" column of
Figure 11 are very strange tokens indeed, each eliciting
14 possible categorizations.

Conclusion

Results from our experiment in human letter recognition
provide evidence for the existence of conceptual-level
representations of letter parts which we call roles. We intend to incorporate such representations into a computer
model of letter recognition. A more complete report on
this research is available in (McGraw et al., 1994).
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extent h$k and v$w. Note, however, that all of these
letter pairs share many common roles as well | especially the rst three: `g' and `q' both share a bowl or a
circle in the central zone and have a descender on the
right, `i' and `j' dier only in that `j' has a descender,
`f' and `t' both share the crossbar role and have closely
related stems. In fact, we suggest that it is the role similarities that give rise to the shape proximities in these
cases, and that confusion in these cases is a result of
higher-level role similarities.

Figure 8: The blurred prototypes of ALL. Thicker marks
indicate the prevalence of a given quantum.
Error Percent
u$v 16.30
g$q 10.95
i$l
7.95
i$j
7.45
f$t
5.75
v$w 4.75
h$k
4.50
n$r
4.05
c$r
4.05
Table 3: The top nine bi-directional category errors
made by humans.
The cases where cluster proximity diers from human
errors are more interesting. First, consider the clusters
in Figure 7 that do not correctly predict errors in human perception. The following clusters have very close
proximity in blurred-prototype space but only rarely occur as errors (shown in parenthesis): e$s (0.20%), c$o
(0.65%), u$w (0.85%), b$h (1.30%), x$z (2.35%) and
m$n (2.70%). Clearly, people do not make these errors
even though the letters are similar at the lowest of levels.
Our results corroborate the work of (Goldstone et al.,
1991) who show that literal physical properties are often
less important in similarity judgements than are higherlevel relations. This result is compatible with all accounts of categorization that consider emergent features
(e.g. closure) (Treisman and Paterson, 1984), including
the role hypothesis discussed here.
Prediction 3

We hypothesize that there are salient dierences in the
role sets of these letters that prevent people from confusing them. The dierence between `b' and `h' is a matter

of closure at the bottom. This dierence is very salient
to people since they know of the existence (and the conceptual proximity) of the competing category. The geometric similarities of the role sets force people to pay
special attention to such closure when they are categorizing `b's and `h's. Similar stories can be told about `c'
and `o', `m' and `n', and `x' and `z'. These letters are
rarely confused by people because higher-order conceptual dierences are too great.
Next, consider a few of the most common errors made
by people that are not represented in the clustering. The
errors include: u$v, i$l, n$r, and c$r. Consider the
roles for `r' and `n'. Both have a stem on the left that
goes from the baseline to the x-height. Both also have a
role that attaches to the stem near its top on the left and
arches over to the right. It is this role that can cause an
ambiguity. Depending on how close it gets to the baseline, the amount of `n'-ness of the letterform will vary.
Similar stories can be told for the remaining three common errors not found in the clustering. Because some
aspects of roles are slippable, human letter perception
is very exible. This slippability comes at the price of
occasional error-making.
Note that all of the most common human category errors shown in Table 3 can be understood in terms of role
slippages caused by poor role- llers. First-order syntactic proximity does not provide as powerful an explanation of the results. That errors are easily explained by
the role hypothesis becomes even more apparent when
speci c errors are considered.

Figure 9: Exampless of some commonly \miscategorized" tokens. Note how reasonable these errors are.
Figure 9 shows a number of commonly misperceived
tokens from ALL. The rst thing to note is that all of the
\errors" are fairly reasonable. In fact, it is not clear that
some of them are really errors. In any case, most errors
can be easily explained in terms of conceptual proximity.
All of these errors involve perceptual slippages where unclear role llers cause miscategorization. In the example
shown, the roles of a `w' are lled quite nicely by what
was supposed to be a `v' | with the kink on the right
side being seen as forming the bottom hump of a `w'.
In some cases the perceiver allows roles to slip too much
in order to make sense of weird shapes, resulting in miscategorization. This usually occurs with complicated or
otherwise non-standard letterforms and is probably magni ed under time pressure. In the case of `l' seen as `i',

Figure 6: Standard vs. non-standard role- llers as exhibited in double backslash (left letterform of each triplet),
sabretooth (middle), and tokens from NORMALS (right). Starting at the left of each triplet where roles are poorly
lled, roles are lled in a more standard fashion towards the right. Role-related diculty is reected in the percent
correct and RT data.
normal role llers, are even easier to recognize than the
sabretooth tokens. Figure 6 shows some speci c tokens
(as well as accuracy and RT data) to illustrate this point.
Prediction 2

Figure 4: The number of tokens, separated into NORMALS and FONTS groups, that occurred within certain RT ranges.

Figure 7 displays the tree resulting from a hierarchical
cluster analysis of the dataset ALL. The clustering is
meant to provide some insight into the rst-order syntactic similarities between letter categories. It is based on
quanta-level information alone and is thus very low-level.
The clustering is made using the euclidean distances between the blurred prototypes of ALL. These prototypes,
graphically represented in Figure 8, were created by averaging the binary quanta lists of all of the letters in a
given category together, resulting in a 56 dimensional
vector for each category.

Figure 5: The number of tokens, separated into NORMALS and FONTS groups, that occurred within certain accuracy ranges.
late highly with the number of quanta5 (r=0.59, p=0.16),
nor does accuracy (r=0.55, p=0.19). That diculty is
more than just quanta number is apparent from the data
shown in Table 2 (note especially close and hint four).
The role hypothesis can account for this result as follows:
some gridletters with a higher than average quanta count
still have well- lled roles while others having an average
number of quanta, or possibly even a lower than average
quanta count, have troublesome role- llers. This eect
is also apparent within the FONTS group, with sabretooth having fairly strong but heavy role- llers (making
it relatively easy to recognize) and double backslash having roles lled in less standard ways (making it harder
to recognize). Most NORMALS tokens, having very
5 Again,

subjects.

correlations are for all tokens averaged over all

Figure 7: A hierarchical cluster analysis of the 56dimensional blurred prototypes of ALL providing a lowlevel syntactic view of the dataset.
It is interesting to contrast the clustering shown in Figure 7 to the human category errors in Table 3. Although
some human errors seem to be related to euclidean proximity between letter shapes, many are not. The human
errors that can be explained or predicted in terms of
euclidean proximity (considering only pairs in the clustering as truly close) are g$q, i$j, f$t, and to a lesser
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b c
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0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.005 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.935 0.000 0.004 0.010 0.001 0.004 0.005 0.011
0.003 0.010 0.024 0.000 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.000 0.007 0.002 0.007 0.007 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.003 0.012 0.000 0.866 0.003 0.000 0.002 0.015 0.010 0.003
0.009 0.003 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.003 0.006 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.792 0.127 0.014 0.003 0.014 0.000
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0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.006 0.000 0.010 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.008 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.929 0.003 0.008
0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.004 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.965 0.003
0.004 0.000 0.023 0.004 0.023 0.000 0.008 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.008 0.006 0.014 0.017 0.010 0.008 0.004 0.039 0.031 0.795

Table 1: Confusion matrix of human performance on ALL.
over that of speeded response, although subjects were aware
that their response times were being recorded.
For 21 of the subjects, the data set was NORMALS plus
four of the gridfonts from FONTS (104 more tokens, for a
total of 493). Two additional gridfonts were added for the
nal 14 subjects only (for a total of 545 tokens). The order
of presentation was uniquely randomized for each subject.
Subjects. 35 subjects were drawn from the Indiana University community and included undergraduates, graduate
students, and sta . None were involved in work related to
fonts of any kind. All subjects were compensated for their
participation and were debriefed after the experiment.
Results

Our experiment invloved the presentation of 17,983 trials
divided over the 35 subjects. Subjects varied between
63.7% and 95.6% correct responses with a mean of 84.0%
correct.
Table 1 shows a Stimulus by Response confusion matrix generated for the data set ALL by averaging over
the 35 subjects and collapsing tokens into their respective categories. This confusion matrix diers considerably from others like it in the psychology literature in two
ways. First, the letters reported on are less typical examples of their categories than are usually used. Second,
the matrix includes data about a variety of typefaces
instead of just one, some of which have extremely nonstandard letters. This leads to a more interesting set of
errors than has been evident in past work. Our working
assumption is that the confusability between two letters
increases as a measure of their representational similarity
(Gilmore et al., 1979).
Prediction 1

Table 2 shows average accuracy and reaction time values
for some of the data subsets. For all groups, with the exception of sabretooth and close, accuracy and speed have
corresponding ranks. Generally, as RT gets longer, accuracy decreases (r=0.74, p<0.01 for a correlation over all
tokens averaged over all subjects). Both of these mea-

sures can be understood in terms of an intuitive notion
of diculty, with RT rising and accuracy falling as diculty rises.
Stimulus

Accuracy Avg. RT quanta
84.0 %
1.84 s
6.80
90.1
1.46
6.97
68.7
2.80
6.36
bowtie
52.1
3.79
7.65
double backslash
66.2
2.88
6.00
ournoy ranch
57.4
3.44
7.54
hint four
85.3
1.95
4.92
close
74.8
2.12
5.31
sabretooth
76.7
2.61
6.73

ALL
NORMALS
FONTS

Table 2: Human recognition performance averaged over
35 subjects.
Diculty is directly determined by the ease with
which a letterform can be broken into parts that ll roles.
Complicated letterforms take longer to parse into roles,
causing RT to rise. Likewise, letterforms that ll roles
poorly or ambiguously cause more errors than those that
ll roles easily. Figure 2 provides an example of \good"
role llers (the top examples) vs. \bad" role llers (the
bottom examples). The role hypothesis thus explains
the relationship between RT and accuracy.
There is a striking dierence in RT (and accuracy) between FONTS and NORMALS. Figure 4 shows a histogram of the number of tokens in the data set that fell
into certain RT bins. It shows that most of the tokens in
NORMALS are recognized quickly, while most of the
FONT tokens take longer. Figure 5 shows a similar histogram for accuracy. Clearly, most NORMALS tokens
are recognized more accurately than the FONT tokens.
The NORMALS generally have parts that easily ll
roles, whereas FONTS have non-standard role- llers.
The number of quanta in a gridletter does not alone
determine its diculty. As a result, RT does not corre-

Figure 2 shows how letterforms are comprised of parts
which correspond to a letter concept's roles. Such parts
are perceived under top-down pressure from roles and
are sensitive to context. As stated in (Palmer, 1978)
(page 96), \components enter into relationships with
other components, resulting in larger structural units
whose importance supercedes that of its constituents."
We hold that most of the \importance" attributed to
the emerging parts stems directly from their role- lling
ability. In other words, the way in which a part lls a
role directly determines its \goodness."
Some aspects of roles can be slipped to accomodate a
letterform's parts.3 \Slippage" involves allowing certain
descriptions in a mental representation to \slip," or be
replaced by related descriptions according to contextual
pressures brought to bear by the situation. Some of the
descriptions making up the representation of a role are
more slippable than others. The uid nature of human
letter perception is a consequence of slippability at the
role-level.

The Gridfont Domain

Our aim in this paper is to show that roles play an important part in letter perception. This becomes especially
apparent when a letter is complicated or near the boundaries of its intended category. We are motivated by the
need for a reasonable cognitive model of letter perception which we will use as part of the Letter Spirit model
of creativity in letter design.4

Figure 3: The Letter Spirit grid, with one of the possible
sets of quanta instantiating an `a' turned on.
In the Letter Spirit domain, letterforms are restricted
to short line segments on a xed 3  7 grid. There are 56
possible legal line segments, called quanta, that connect
a point to any of its nearest neighbors (see Figure 3). Because quanta are either on or o, decisions on the grid
are coarse. Surprisingly, the variety among letters of a
given category is still huge | hundreds of versions of
each letter and around 600 full gridfonts have been designed by humans. Almost paradoxically, the domain's
limitations engender this diversity.
The low-level constraints de ned by the grid provide
a rich microdomain that focuses attention on cognitive
issues of letter perception. One important feature of the
3 The

term \slippability", coined by Hofstadter (1979), is
roughly equivalent to the more pervasive psychological term
\mutability" used by (Kahneman and Miller, 1986).
4 See (Hofstadter and McGraw, 1994) for a description of
the Letter Spirit project.

grid is that it can both force letters to their categorical
extremes because of its sparseness and yet still contain
many easily identi able letterforms. This makes it an excellent vehicle for letter perception research | one that
allows some attention to be focused on issues of style.

The Human Study

The purpose of our experiment is twofold: to gather data
for comparison with cognitive models of letter perception, and to shed light on the human perception of lowercase roman letters that are non-standard in nature. Our
central predictions all relate to the hypothesis that letter
concepts are comprised of simpler conceptual roles. Because of the existence of roles, human letter perception
should be aected in the following ways:
1. Reaction time should be longer and recognition rate
lower for complicated stimuli in which roles are either
ambiguously lled or poorly lled than it should be for
relatively normal letters with standard role- llers.
2. First-order syntactic proximity (i.e., proximity of letter shapes considered only at the level of quanta) alone
should not account for errors in human letter recognition. Instead, errors should be explainable in terms of
role slippages, part-role llers, and role-set relations.
3. Category errors made by human subjects should be
most prevalent between letters with similar sets of roles
| roles which are related to each other spatially in a
similar fashion. Thus, `n's and `r's or `q's and `g's should
be easily confused, whereas `n's and `m's or even `e's and
`s's (which are syntactically similar but not similar at the
role level) should not.
4. Errors should reect the underlying role structure of
letters. The more ambiguous a letterform's parts are,
and the more tenuously they ll roles, the longer and
less accurate the classi cation should be.
Method
Stimuli. A black grid was displayed against a white background on a Macintosh screen. The 21 vertices were drawn
with a unit distance of 30 pixels (1:311 cm) making the entire
grid 7:9 2:6 cm. A 3 3 pixel mark was made at each vertex.
Every quantum in the grid was drawn in with a thickness of
one pixel. Thus the grid provided noise for each gridfont letter (or, token) displayed. A token was displayed by drawing
its active quanta with a thickness of three pixels. Subjects
were seated, but able to maintain whatever distance from the
monitor they found best.
Procedure. A set of gridfont characters was shown to each
subject. The tokens were presented individually, with the
screen blank for two seconds between each trial.
The full data set, ALL, may be meaningfully separated
into two exclusive subsets: 1) NORMALS | 389 unique
tokens which represent each of the 26 lowercase letter categories from 9 to 24 times and are intended to be very central
examples of each letter and, 2)FONTS | consisting of six
entire gridfonts, each a coherent set of 26 tokens (a typeface)
meant to share the same stylistic identity (or spirit), ranging
from eccentric and style-saturated to reasonably normal.
Subjects were told that they would see a series of stimuli,
each of which was intended to represent a roman lowercase
letter. Responses were to be prompt keyboard keypresses
which identi ed the stimulus as one of the 26 roman lowercase
letters. The importance of correct identi cation was stressed
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Abstract

We present the results of a simple experiment in lowercase letter recognition. Unlike most psychology studies
of letter recognition, we include in our data set letters
at the extremes of their categories and investigate the
recognition of letters of multiple typefaces. We are interested in the relationship between the recognition of
normal letters and the recognition of non-standard letters. Results provide empirical evidence for top-down
conceptual constraints on letter perception in the form
of roles and relations between perceptually-based structural subcomponents. A process model based on the
hypothesis developed below is currently being implemented.

Letters and Concepts

Literate humans are adept at recognizing letters in many
diverse forms. Large variations in style | especially
apparent in advertising faces | do not seem to hinder
our ability to accurately identify characters. Character
recognition by people is still vastly superior to that of
machines. Why is it that people are able to quickly and
easily recognize letterforms while machine recognition
systems fail? We believe what is required is an approach
using abstract conceptual representations of letters like
those found in the human mind. We will describe such
representations and empirically justify their existence.
Letterforms are subtler than people generally realize.
Most people think the letter `a' is just a shape. A closer
look reveals an interconnected web of abstractions that
make up the idea of `a' itself. In one common form,
the concept lowercase-`a' can be thought of as a marriage of two smaller ideas: (1) the idea of a curved
umbrella-handle-like bar on the right, and (2) the idea of
a small c-like curve nestled below the umbrella-handle.
(See the rst glyph of Figure 1.) These two conceptual
components, which we call roles, are not explicit shapes
per se but are ideas about what the acceptable bounds
for letter-part shapes are, how far such shapes can be
stretched before they lose their interpretation, and how
they interact with other roles to form a complete object.1
Roles, like wholes (complete letters), are concepts in
their own right, with somewhat nebulous boundaries.
The dierence is that membership in a role is easier
to characterize than membership in a whole, so that
reducing wholes to collections of interacting roles is a
1 (Blesser

rgoldsto@ucs.indiana.edu

et al., 1973) discuss a related idea.

step forward in simpli cation.2 (Palmer, 1978) points
out the existence and utility of representations of structural units larger than lines and/or points in perceptual processing. Under our hypothesis, roles provide
top-down inuence on the parsing of gures into higherorder structures that have been shown to be important
for making similarity judgements.

Figure 1: A picture of some of the most standard sets
of roles for 6 lowercase letters. Roles are not themselves
shapes, instead they are sets of norms at the conceptual level into which parts of letters can be t. These
pictures show how such roles work together. The black
dots represent between-role relations.
Figure 1 is a graphical representation of some of the
most standard sets of roles for the rst 6 lowercase roman letters. Roles and relationships between roles make
up the internal structure of a letter category. Category
membership at the whole-letter level is determined by
category membership at the lower level of roles. The
style of a letterform is a function of how the various
roles are lled.

Figure 2: Parsing letterforms into high-level parts occurs
under the top-down inuence of roles. The top two examples show straightforward parsings (or, role-llings)
requiring little slippage. The bottom two are more complicated, with role-slippage performing a critical function
in recognition.
2 The

facilitating e ect of similar perceptual hierarchies
are discussed in (Palmer, 1977). Such hierarchies have rarely
been applied to machine-based letter perception (Mantas,
1986).

